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The measured adhesion force arising from the Laplace presswe in CapiIIarycondensed liquid between two cwed
molccuIarly smooth surfaces is well described by the Gibbs-Kelvin equation of cMsical thermodynamics fur Iiquid hydrocarbons with meniscus radii down to OS-LO nm. The corresponding limit for liquid water is much higher. about S nm.

I, Introduction

The difference BP in hydrostatic pressure between
a pure liquid and its vapour depends on the mean radius
radius of curvature rrr, of the liquid/vapour interface.
The Gibbs-Kelvin equation [ 1,2] of classical thermodynamics gives, for a liquid of surface tension 7,
@= r/r,,

(11

an equation which can also be derived from hydrostatic principles, when it is known as the YoungLaplace equation [3]. We defme rrr, here by I/rm =
l/r1 + I /rz, where rl and ~2 are the principal radii of
curvature of the surface. ‘;n is positive for droplets,
negative for concave menisci.
For highly curved menisci the surface tension 7
may be a function of r,,, [4]. However, this and other
theoretical corrections so far proposed (e.g. refs.
[4--6] ) become significant only when rm approaches
molecular dimensions, when the meaning of rm also
becomes problematic.
The question arises: below what absolute value of
I-” does bulk thermodynamics break down, and the
Gibbs-Kelvin equation consequently fail? The ques* Address during 1980: Physiological Laboratory, University
of Cambridge. Cambridge CBZ 3EG. UK-

tion is fundamentally significant and also of practical
importance, particularly For capillarycondensed
hquids (r, negative), where meniscus forces often
make the major contrr%ution to the adhesion between
solid surfaces in a vapour atmosphere [?I. So far the
question has not admitted of an answer. In an attempt
to provide an experimental answer, we have measured
the force of adhesion between crossed cylinders of
molecularly smooth mica with capillarycondensed
liquid in the contact zone. Comparison of measured
and theoretical adhesion forces at various meniscus
radii ailows us to draw conclusions about the Iower
Emit of meniscus radius to which the equations of
macroscopic thermodynamics may be applied.

2, Experimental

technique and results

The apparatus is en adaptation of that previously
u&d [S] to study the short-range forces between two
cylindrical mica surfaces immersed in a liquid. Tn the
present experiments the crossed mica cylinders are
first broogbt into contact in a vapour atmosphere,
when muItipIe beam interferometry [S,IO] allows
us to observe the formation of an annulus of capillarycondensed liquid and to measure the mean radius of
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We fist studied adhesion in cyclohexane
vapour
(cos 0 is in the range 0.98- 1 .OO For this [ 131 and all
other liquids used in this study), having previously
verified [lo] that r,,, is well described by the Kelvin
equation [ 121 for this liquid for jr,.,, I down to at
least 4 nm. Fig. 1 shows results for the adhesion Force,
plotted as F/&-rR cos 0, as a function of relative
vapour pressure p/ps and rm. We note that the adhesion force remains within =I055 of that expected
theoretically
with y independent ofr,
down to p/p,

is

0.304

1980

where R @= It-,.,.,I) is the (measured) local radius of
curvature of the mica surfaces, y the surface tension
of the liquid, and 8 the contact angle. Note that eq.
(2) is independent of r, ! Eq. (2) also holds even when
pull-off occurs while the contact region between the
curved surfaces is still flattened [ 1 I] _Thus deviations
from bulk or macroscopic
thermodynamics
should be

rm of the liquid/vapour
interface.
With one
surface held rigidly, a gradually increasing tensile
force is then applied to rhe other surface via a cantilever spring. When the force reaches a critical “pullofr’ value F the mica surfaces jump apart, and the
value of F is then readily obtained
From the measured
jump disrance and the known spring constant_ Accurate adhesion measurements
between solid surfaces in
a dry nitrogen atmosphere have been reported [ 1 I],
and a more detailed description of this method of
measuring adhesion Forces is. given elsewhere [8] _
The
equilibrium mean radius of curvature of the
meniscus depends on the relative vapour pressure
p/ps [ 121. By varying p/p, as described in ref. [IO]
we could thus monitor how the adhesion Force varies
with p/p, and hence
with the meniscus radius r,,,.
The
theoretical attractive force due to the Laplace
pressur+ in a bridging
meniscus
between
two contactcurvature

ing crossed cylinders
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Fig. 1. Measured farce of adhesion F. scaled by 4rrR cos 0, between cylindrical mica surfaces of radius R = 2 cm as a function of
relative vapour pressum p/& of cydohexane
(Y = 25.5 mN/m at 27°C). Results of three separate experiments with cuDed surfaces
of different radii R. The relative vapour pressure was controlled either by admission of a measured volume of liquid cyclohesane
inio the constant volume chamber @/ps < 0.9) or by temperature control (for p/ps > 0.9) 1 IO]. Standard error in values of F was
better than 20.2%; random errors in R are about =lp-,0, errors k p/p, are neg@iile.
The values of rm are calculated from the Kelvin
equation. which we have now found to be valid for cyclohexane for lrml > 2.5 nm (ref. [IO] and unpublished results). - - - Predicted
values
of F/4mR
cos e from the uncorrected
Gibbs-Kelvin
eqution
(2).
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radius is 0.5 nm, i.e. about a molecular diameter, at
this relative vapour pressure. Very similar results were
obtained with benzene and n-hexane. These measurements therefore show that the Gibbs-Kelvin
equation, with the assumption
that y is independent
of
r,.,.,, is applicable to menisci with radii as low as a
molecular diameter.

These results appear to be contrary to the predictions of the Gibbs-Tolman-Koenig
equation
[4]
where the surface
imation:
T = y-(1

tension

is given by, to a first approx-

- AA/r,),

(3)

where y, is the macroscopic
surface tension and Ah
is the “thickness”
of the interfacial region, estimated
by Choi et al. [ 141 to be 0.49 nm for cyclohesane.
Since fm is negative for concave menisci, eq. (3)
predicts that y will increase with decreasing meniscus
radius. One possible reason for the lack of such an
effect is that the Gibbs-Tolman-Koenig
equation
takes no account of density variation with r,.,.,_ Dilation must occur under the very large negative pressure,
up to about lo8 N/m’, existing in the capillary condensed cyclohexane,
and the decrease in density wiLl
produce a decrease in the surface tension y_ This effect could well offset the increase in y predicted by
eq. (3). Data are nor available to calculate
the magniWith
capillary condensed water. The results (not shown)
were quite different from those for cyclohesane,
and
showed a morlotorzic
decrease in the adhesion force
with decreasing relative vapour pressure_ The adhesion
force was within 10% of that espected from macroscopic thermodynamics
only for relative vapour pressures above 0.9, corresponding
to meniscus radii
2.5 nm. This result may reflect the long-range cooperative nature of the hydrogen-bonding
interaction
in
although
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Fig. 2. Force of adhesive F. scaled by 4rrR cos 0. betxveen
mica surfaces of radius R. as s function of macroscopicsurface

tension vrn of meniscus liquid in equilibrium with eapour. ti

at p&s J 0.95 and 7= 22 +. 1’C. +: wafer <y= = 72.5 mN/m);
0: benzene (ym = 28.9 mN/m); A: cyclohesanc (yW = 25.2
mN/m); I: Iz-heuane (ym = 18.4 mN/m);r: 2-methylbutane
(y= = 13.7 mN/m); o: nitrogen at atmospheric pressure;
-:
Fl45rR cos 13= y_,_ Standard error in values of FJ4irR x
cos 0 was generally better than 235, i.e. about the size of the
plotted points, escept in dry nitrogen where the scatter was
larger.

the adhesive force Fat high values of rrn is always

tude of this effect.
We performed a similar set of experiments

water,

02
0

determined
by meniscus forces alone, then F(scaled
by R cos 0) should be proportional
to the macroscopic
surface tension y_ of the particular liquid. Fig. 2
shows that this is true for all the liquids studied 2xcept 2-methylbutane,
where the adhesive force is just
that between the dry mica surfaces. It appears from
this result that for liquids with low surface tensions,
such that 4zrRy cos 0 is below the adhesive force between dry surfaces, the presence of a liquid meniscus
does not affect the adhesion.

of

double-layer forces may also play a part by reducing
the effective surface tension of water.

3. Conclusions

In all of the above experiments,
meniscus forces
dominate the adhesion_ It is of interest to know whether
this is always the case, so we extended our measurements to include 2-methylbutane,
whose surface tension (13.72 mN m-t [15] ) is sufficiently
low that the
meniscus force is expected to be less than the measured force of adhesion between dry mica surfaces_ If

The adhesive forces due to the Laplace pressure in
simpJe hydrocarbon liquids are adequately described
by the macroscopic laws of c!assical thermodynamics
for meniscus radii down to one or two molecular
diameters, i.e. the Gibbs-Kelvin equation of classical
thermodynamics
is applicable to such small menisci
327
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on the assumption that the surface tension is curvature independent_
We further find that meniscus
forces in capillary-condensed
liquid completely dominate the adhesion between molecularly smooth mica
surfaces unless the meniscus force is such that 4xRy
cos 0 is below the adhesive force between the dry
surfaces, in which case the presence of the meniscus
does not affect

the adhesion.

Water menisci do not follow the simpk behaviour
of hydrocarbon liquids, and much larger meniscus radii
are needed before the Gibbs-Kelvin
equation is applicable_ A full account of these and related studies is in
preparation.
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